
Checklist for global peer reviewing of scaffolding and/or essay 

1. Is it a good question? 

2. Is it a global question?  

3. Is the thesis and concession complete with reasons? 

4. Do the examples have anything to do with the proving the reason?  Are they appropriate and 

connected? 

5. Are foreign news articles or website sources utilized? 

6. Are the quotes long enough to prove the point? 

7. Are there examples from Asia, Europe, South America, and Africa 

8. Are the validations full of descriptive data and two sided? 

9. Is the word could, would, and might in the validations?  Should not be there. 

10. Is the word reliability, validity, reliable in the validations?  Should not be there. 

11. Did the validity state list schools attended.  No, unless Harvard, Oxford, or Cambridge.  Use 

descriptive words like, academic, Ivy League education, expert in the field of??? 

12. Do the examples display enough evidence to convince the reader? 

13. Are there negatives and positives?   

14. Do the positives outweigh the negatives?  If they do not don’t use the source. 

15. Is the validation less than three sentences?  Yes 

16. Does the reflection address AO2 fully? 

17. Was there an alternative perspective introduced? 

18. Did they reflect ways in which personal standpoints may have been affected by the research 

process 

19. Did they evaluate the impact of alternative perspective on the writer? 

20. Did they identity the need for further research due to your findings? 

21. Is there a conclusion with reasons? 

22. Is the reference page correctly cited and spaced? 

23. Is the reference page labeled References? 

24. Is the reference page alphabetically sorted? 

25. Are in body citations correct?  (author’s last name, date of publication) or (title, date 

researched) 

26. Do the in body citations match the references?  1st word match, date included in both, are they 

there? 

27. Is the scaffolding clearly labeled? 

28. Is the scaffolding written in clear English? 

Look at their blackboard account under drop box unit 1 and review and comment on the review.  Were 

there any plagiarism review books?  Tell them what to do? 


